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Abstract: The project is about the redesign of Chinese traditional umbrella, discussing
the possibilities of the traditional umbrella coming back to people's daily life. The
designer studies the characters of traditional umbrella, including its features,
manufacturing processes, technical skills, materials, costs, and differences from the
modern umbrella. On the basis of the studies, the designer tries to combine the
traditional elements with the modern life style, revitalizing and inheriting traditional
culture at the same time. The whole process consists of the design of umbrella, its
packing and propaganda materials. With establishing the artistic conception of the
project, it is the project that can enhance people's attention on traditional culture,
arts and crafts.
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Lisha Ren and Fengyu Gao

Introduction
The object being studied in this design case is the Chinese traditional umbrella.
Through studying the characters, manufacturing crafts, processing, materials and costs
of the umbrella, and analyzing the comparison between traditional and modern
umbrellas, these traditional elements would be tried to be combined with modern life
style and the merits of modern umbrella with the traditional one. The case discusses
the way in which the traditional umbrella can be re-integrated into modern life and be
given new vitality, inheriting the traditional crafts at the same time.
The traditional umbrella (figure1) is originated from China and were spread widely
across Asia thousands of years ago. As a kind of rain gear, climatic conditions and
output of bamboo, which is one of its main materials, affected a lot the development of
traditional umbrella. Therefore, Jiangnan district, where rains a lot and is rich of
bamboo output, became one of the main development areas of the umbrella. And even
in many ancient literatures, the umbrella made in Jiangnan turned to one of the
symbols of Jiangnan culture.

Figure 1 Traditional oil paper umbrella

Traditional umbrellas emphasize decorative and artistic quality and continue
repeating classical paintings and traditional patterns on the umbrella. These patterns
no longer fit modern aesthetics and daily life needs. The experience would be learnt
from those similar redesign cases at home and abroad and the reasons for the success
of modern umbrellas would also be analyzed so that proper design chance would be
found and the final performance would be promoted by using design language in those
success cases. In addition, elements and manufacture methods from other traditional
crafts would be integrated into the umbrella design, making the final presentation
more interesting. The desire of this project is to persuade more people use traditional
umbrella again to relive their memories of childhood or to experience Jiangnan life
style by using the redesign umbrella. Users of different ages will have various feelings
and moods.
Redesigning work of traditional umbrella is to express and emphasize the
characters of Chinese traditional umbrella and Chinese traditional culture. It is also part
of social responsibilities of designers to inherit traditional culture and integrate it into
modern culture. It is much significant that young designers should try to make more
people pay attention to traditional culture and to make design and art a part of
people's daily life.
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Brief history and cultural meaning of traditional umbrella
H ISTORY OF TRADITIONAL UMBRELLA
Umbrellas were invented thousands of years ago as a kind of people's daily
necessaries. There are some different inferences about the origin of umbrella.
One saying is that lotus leaf is the prototype of umbrella since lotus leaf can be used
to prevent people from rain and sunshine. Another one is that Luban (a famous Chinese
artisan, born in A.C 507) was enlightened by his wife and made a small pavilion which is
able to be carried around and this pavilion became the umbrella later.
In history, the very first thing being used to prevent people from rain and sunshine
was a tool which couldn't be opened and closed and it is called "canopy".(figure2) It
firstly appeared in the battle between Yellow Emperor and Chiyou. Yellow Emperor
used the canopy to shield sunshine and sand so as to see the battle clearly and won the
battle finally. And people thought the canopy blessed Yellow Emperor and brought him
the victory. After that battle, the canopy was considered as the symbol of honors and
rights. And the traditional umbrella is evolved from the canopy.

Figure 2 Traditional canopy

And there are some records about the emergency of the umbrella in many ancient
books. In an old book written in Western Han Dynasty and in Historical records, there
are records about it.
In the beginning, the surface of umbrella was made of cloth. Until Han Dynasty, after
paper was invented, it became the new surface material. Since paper was easier to be
made and its costs was lower, paper umbrella became popular after then. In Wei, Jin
and Southern and Northern Dynasties, paper that was soaked with tung oil was used to
be made the surface and this marked the invention of oil paper umbrella. The tung oil
can protect paper from water and make paper more durable. This craftwork promoted
th
the development of traditional umbrella. Until 70s in 20 century, traditional umbrellas
withdrew from the stage of history gradually.
In addition, with the development of cotton, craftsmen drew the experience of oil
paper umbrella, they also used cotton soaked with tung oil to make the surface. This oil
cloth umbrella was very durable and could stand the sun exposure and storm combat.
But it was very heavy and had few different patterns, so it was not as popular as oil
paper umbrella. They were usually made in big size and used by street shops.
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Another material, silk, was also used to make the umbrella. After Mid-Tang Dynasty,
with the population of silk, silk-umbrellas went prevalent, too (figure3). In the
classification of silk umbrella, those from West Lake in Hangzhou are excellent. Its ribs
are made of bamboo and its surface is made of silk. The umbrella is small and flexible,
has elegant style and puts emphasis on decorative qualities and comfortable handles.
The lines of the whole form are smooth and the decoration of colored lines (figure4)
and buckles are full of handmade texture. These details highlighted the fine crafts and
the local characteristics of Jiangnan District.
According to different producers, the traditional umbrellas are divided into different
kinds, such as umbrellas from Yunnan Province, Fujian Province and so on. There are
various fairy tales and stories about the umbrellas.

Figure 3 Silk umbrella

Figure 4 Colored lines decoration

Structure and manufacture craftwork
The structure of the traditional umbrella involves (from top): the head, the upper
umbrella nest, the upper ribs, the lower ribs, the lower nest, the umbrella stick, the
spring leaf, and the handle. (figure 5)
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Figure 5 Structure of traditional umbrella

According to different geographical culture and habitats, oil paper umbrellas and silk
umbrellas are made by different manufacture process, but generally, there are five
steps in the process: choosing materials, making parts, assembling the components,
pasting the surface skin and decorating.
Choosing materials is to select proper and qualified bamboos which should have
enough length and strength. And the components are consist of two groups of ribs, two
nests, a handle and a spring leaf. After connecting all of the parts by cotton strings
(figure6-c), the structure is put into herbs to be steamed for about an hour so that it is
not easy to be infested.

(a) Main material-bamboo

(b) Parts making (ribs, nests, sticks)
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(c) Connecting ribs with cotton strings, which work as rotating shaft

(d) Twine the cotton string every distance

(e) Paste surface(silk) on the structure and paint

(f) Trim the brink of the umbrella

(g) Close the umbrella with surface inside
(h) Twine colored strings on ribs
Figure 6 The main process and some details of manufacturing
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After the main structure is dry, craftsman will use cotton string to twine on the outer
end of the upper ribs every equal distance (figure6-d), paste the surface on the ribs and
paint patterns on it. The tung oil will then be brushed on the surface and the umbrella
will not be folded and closed until the surface is dry. The surface is folded inside the
structure and the whole shape becomes back to a part of the bamboo. In final process,
craftsmen assemble the head and the handle and twine the colored string on the
folding structure in particular ways. And this decoration is also used to the head and
extends from the head to part of the surface. This decoration has great sense of rhythm
and very colorful. After all these process, a traditional umbrella is almost ready.
Most of the traditional umbrellas are hand made and the whole process has dozens
even more than one hundred steps. Nowadays, there are still some small workshops
are making traditional umbrellas. The materials they use stick to the tradition to retain
its ancient traditional charm. The tools used to manufacture also have a long history
and qualities are seriously controlled. The patterns on surface are also refined and
painted by professional painters. The themes are mainly from traditional Chinese
paintings and folks. There are also themes about various traditional festivals and
events.

Cultural meaning
Traditional umbrellas have a long history and in different ages and districts, the folks
offered it various cultural meaning.
Seeing from the Traditional Chinese character of umbrella, ""ۈ, contains five "ே"
which means people and this Chinese character means that the family can have a lot of
sons and grandsons. This was considered good moral and symbolized "fullness"
connotation of a beautiful descendents marriage. So in many parts of China, people use
red umbrella in their marriage ceremony to express jubilant, elimination of disasters,
and blessing for peace. In many minorities, people use umbrella as one of marriage
dowries.
The umbrellas in circular shapes mean happiness, reunion, and peace in Chinese
culture. The umbrella is a necessary for a long journey and giving umbrellas as gifts is a
blessing to those who are going to travel. Derivative from this, people wish good luck to
those who are going to Imperial Examination or to serve as official by gifting umbrellas.
And when watching from under the umbrella, the rounds shape of the umbrella
makes people think of the vault of heaven. According to Traditional Chinese
constellation, people use 28 ribs to make the main structure and the number is related
to the number of constellation in the vault of heaven. This makes people imagine the
mysterious power and let them feel more relied on the region. In a long time, the
umbrella is not only a carrier of culture of people's Sung day psychological, but also a
mold to express worships to gods. In much worship, people usually use umbrellas as
main props in regional dance to show their respect.

Redesigning
S OURCES OF INSPIRATION AND REFERENCE CASES
In recent years, there are more and more redesign projects and more redesign
methods are formed.
Some of the cases excavate characteristics of the materials and highlight the unique
charm of the performance of the materials. The design keeps the traditional charming
and modernizes it at the same time (figure7, 8). Some of them change the original
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structure and make it more reasonable. Some of them use the traditional craft in
modern design and integrate the modern and traditional culture together from anther
perspective (figure9). Other cases transplant different concepts from different design
objects together and connect different things, which seem like unrelated with each
other (figure10). The design can be very interesting.

Figure 7 Plastic structure with paper surface designed by PINWU, using new material for old
craft to emphasize some character of the craft

Figure 8 Paper pasting chair designed by PINWU, using old manufacture process to make new
things to preserve these processes

Figure 9 Transplant the structure of folding fan into light designed by Louie Rigano
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Figure 10 Connect embroidery with chair designed by TAREEF - new usage of old craft

Original ideas
In the phase of putting forward ideas, many possibilities and chances are thought
about and the redesign methods mentioned before are referred .
1: introduce the structure of folding fan and the form of woven bamboo art into
the design, change the structure of the umbrella and the way it opens and closes.
This will also change the shape when the umbrella is closed.
2: restore the essence of the traditional umbrella only and simplify the form of
the umbrella to most extend so as to emphasize the color, the smell, or the grain of
the bamboo.
3: put emphasis on expressing traditional culture, especially Jiangnan culture. Change
the patterns painted on the surface and let the form of the umbrella related to the
patterns. The umbrella can create an atmosphere when man is using it.
4: use one of the materials which are used to make the umbrella, such as paper, to
make the whole umbrella, so as to emphasize the characteristics of it. For example, use
paper to make the whole umbrella.
5: the colored cotton strings twined in the umbrella is very unique and it will be used
to weave the whole umbrella surface.
6: get idea from the habits when people are using umbrellas. When people are using
long umbrellas, they are costumed to lean it on the wall. From this behavior, he shape
of the handle and the head would be changed to make the umbrella easy to be leaned.

Development
After getting these possible ideas, these ideas were discussed by sketches and models
in detail and these initial designs were determined.
Proposal one (fiugure11): simplify the structure of the umbrella to maximum extend,
remove all the unnecessary parts, such as the string used to connect the ribs. This string
also works as the shafts of the umbrella and we tried to substitute it with single shaft
for each rib so as to simplify the whole form; change the shape of the main structure to
emphasize the shape of "ே" and the strength the structure has. And use transparent
cover as new surface. The shape of the structure is the key point in this design.
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Figure 11 Proposal 1: remove unnecessary parts and simplify the structure

Proposal two (figure12): aim at expressing the poetic atmosphere of Jiangnan culture,
particularly with decoration on the surface. Use plum blossom as basic design element.
Imagine the ribs as the plum branch and decorate the blossom on the surface. Then the
handle will be made into organic forms to coordinate the decoration on the surface.
When user stands under the umbrella, he will feel like standing under the plum tree.
This umbrella builds a nature and full-of-flower atmosphere.

Figure 12 Proposal 2: make the umbrella a plum tree

Proposal three (figure13): use the craft of the colored strings to weave the whole
surface. The weaving method is simply, full of rhythm, and has good visual effects. We
tried to use this weaving method and to draw the experience of other traditional
weaving crafts and substitute the paper surface with the woven surface. The umbrella
seems like woven by colorful lines. This could be an interesting and beautiful design.
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Figure 13 Proposal 3: weave the surface by referring colored strings twined on the ribs

Proposal four (figure14): consider using habits as design entry. Change the shapes of
the head and the handle so that the umbrella is easy to be leaned on the wall. This
design could be very close to people and make user feel "warm" when using it.

Figure 14 Proposal 4: make the umbrella easier to be leaned

After considering the production process we can achieve and the performance of the
final design, and adjusted the four elementary designs. Because of limited production
process, the first idea can't be achieved temporarily. As for other three ideas, the one
which highlights the poetic atmosphere is the better. With these design were being
developed, more information that were gotten from field surveys in Hangzhou were
related to the design and four final design were organized (figure15). In the aspects of
manufacturing, a lot of inspirations were picked up from some other traditional crafts
and more modern design methods were used to express these traditional elements.
As for atmosphere, there are some vivid characters owned by all the cities in
Jiangnan, which are modern and classic, leisure and busy. Plum flower and cloves
represent the dialogue between modern and classic culture. We got atmosphere from
poems to express the busyness, leisure and subtleties and gracefulness of Jiangnan.
The four umbrellas are four excerpts from a prose. The arrangement of the elements
on the umbrellas presents the busyness, leisure, simplification and gracefulness of
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cities in Jiangnan. The plum flower expresses the busyness and leisure of the cities. The
cloves expresses the story in a modern poetry named "Lane in the Rain", in which the
poet is looking for a lady with umbrella, looming in the lane.
The production process draws the experience of paper-cutting and embroidery.
Hollow patterns can make special shadow and are very interesting.

Figure 15 Graphics of final design
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Figure 16 Final models of umbrellas
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After fixing the final design, the umbrellas were named with the reference of some
Tang poems and Song jambic verses, and a poem was written. The poem is used in the
derivative products like poster and bookmarks.

Derivative products
Derivative products mainly include packages and bookmarks.
The package design(figure17) is also in simplified style. The package protects the body
of the umbrella and the head and the handle are exposed outside. The main material is
non-woven fabrics. There is another buckle with wooden button being used to fix the
body of the umbrella, which can be fixed on the handle of the package when not being
used. To distinguish the four packages, the same patterns as those on the umbrellas are
made on the packages. And a logo is designed for the umbrella. The logo is evolved
from the character ""ۈ, which means umbrella. The logo and the poem are used to
design the bookmarks (figure18).

Figure 17 the packages and its patterns and use

Figure 18 the logo and bookmarks

Further thinking
After the whole design, we reviewed the process and made some conclusions.:
The meaning of the "Re-": Although because of limited manufacture skills and the
performance of the final models, no changes were made about the structure of the
umbrella. New design about the decorations changed the production process used on
the surface material. The surface can now be made by machine instead of hands and
improve the efficiency. But at the same time, the hand-made main structure is
remained. the handmade texture was tried to be preserved when it was made mass
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production and was kept modern and traditional at the same time.
The surface of the model is made of rice paper and it can't be used in practice. But
the supplement for practical use was already taken into consideration. The material will
be changed to the paper used in traditional umbrellas or to transparent materials used
for modern umbrella or transparent materials used for architecture. The material that
has the most approximate performance to the model will be tried and the method of
decreasing the weight of the umbrella will be thought of. And two layers of surface
maybe used so that the umbrella can shield the rain.
This umbrella case is just a beginning of redesign case serial. Some other traditional
crafts, like paper folding fans, will be the design object of this subject later. More
modern and interesting design methods will be used to wake up these traditional
crafts. More good designs are expected. The aim of this serial project can let more
people pay attention to those excellent traditional crafts.
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